Egyptian-born artist and designer, Isaac Manevitz, is known for his high-end jewelry and unique eye for shape; a pioneer of the costume jewelry movement made famous in the early 80s. For 30 years, Manevitz’s company Ben-Amun, located in New York’s Fashion District, has been a go-to for fashion elite and luxury commercial collaborations.

Manevitz brings his love of art history and sculpture to his collections by working with fine and unusual materials such as Lucite, pewter, and crystal; resulting in innovative, inspired and voluminous hand-crafted designs.

Throughout his three decades of visionary design Isaac has had opportunity to collaborate with an array of celebrities and icons, fashion designers and major industry players - the Ben-Amun archives are an endless treasure trove. To this day he is involved in every single aspect of the brand’s vision and production.
Ben-Amun jewelry is of artisan-made accessory. Each piece is handcrafted upon order that is specially made for the customer. We pride ourselves on using materials of the highest quality. Most of our artisans have been with us for over 30 years.
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The First Lady of fashion definitely portrayed herself with her own modern stature, abiding by her own personal styles while having the public gaze in awe over her beautifully crafted gowns and glossy pearls. Ben-Amun has played a role in this Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis legendary wardrobe.

In 1989, she wore a gold-tone cuff designed with ball embellishments to a dinner at the Kennedy Library. She made such a statement in this Ben-Amun piece that the cuff landed on the covers of newspapers and magazines, and sold in Sotheby’s auction for $29,000.
Legendary model Kate Moss was first introduced to Ben-Amun in the W Magazine photo-shoot for the ‘Hamman’ story. The editorial sets in a traditional Turkish bathhouse, where Moss adorned in Ben-Amun coin jewelry. Moss expressed interest in the pieces and we grant her request to keep them. Throughout the 2000s, Moss wore Ben-Amun necklaces in her everyday outings.

Thanks to Kate Moss’ magic touch, the collection has been a favorite and staple ever since.
CELEBRITY HIGHLIGHT
CATE BLANCHETT

Actress Cate Blanchett wore Ben-Amun multi-color charm chain necklace for the Ocean's 8 Press Event located at The MET.
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CELEBRITY HIGHLIGHT
ALICIA KEYS

Grammy winner Alicia Keys accessorize with a Ben-Amun pin to her outfit at the Women's March in Washington, D.C. and performed her hit song “Girl on Fire.”
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LEGENDARY MODEL NAOMI CAMPBELL

Legendary model Naomi Campbell attends the amfAR’s Halloween Gala as Cleopatra with Ben-Amun bangles.
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CELEBRITY HIGHLIGHT
LADY GAGA

Singer/Actress Lady Gaga stuns in Ben-Amun earrings during her shopping trip in New York.
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ICONIC COLLABORATIONS

Isaac has the unique talent of translation, and thus is an ideal collaborator with other designers and retailers alike. His ability to interpret other design visions allows him to expand and experiment with his core design principles and create visually stunning and commercially successful collaboration collections.

Throughout his years in the business he has worked with such iconic talents such as Calvin Klein, Donna Karan, Oscar de la Renta, Ralph Lauren and Michael Kors.

Till this day, Ben-Amun is highly sought after for collaboration. Isaac’s recent designs have been showcased on Ready-to-Wear runways by Jonathan Simkhai and Veronica Beard.

Image Courtesy of Calvin Klein, circa 1983.
While timelessness and sophistication will always be at the heart of Isaac’s designs, Ben-Amun’s most recent collections exude an exceptional youth and vibrancy, to cater to his ever-evolving client base.
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